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The development and assessment of spectrum management methods for the copper access network are usually conducted under
the assumption of accurate channel information. Acquiring such information implies, in practice, estimation of the crosstalk
coupling functions between the twisted-pair lines in the access network. This type of estimation is not supported or required by
current digital subscriber line (DSL) standards. In this work, we investigate the impact of the inaccuracies in crosstalk estimation
on the performance of dynamic spectrum management (DSM) algorithms. A recently proposed crosstalk channel estimator is
considered and a statistical sensitivity analysis is conducted to investigate the eﬀects of the crosstalk estimation error on the
bitloading and on the achievable data rate for a transmission line. The DSM performance is then evaluated based on the achievable
data rates obtained through experiments with DSL setups and computer simulations. Since these experiments assume network
scenarios consisting of real twisted-pair cables, both crosstalk channel estimates and measurements (for a reference comparison)
are considered. The results indicate that the error introduced by the adopted estimation procedure does not compromise the
performance of the DSM techniques, that is, the considered crosstalk channel estimator provides enough means for a practical
implementation of DSM.
1. Introduction
High-speed communication over digital subscriber lines
(DSLs) can be severely limited by interference from adjacent
copper twisted-pair lines in the access network. This destruc-
tive crosstalk between neighboring systems is considered as
one of the most dominant impairments and consequently
poses a limit for performance improvements [1, 2].
Dynamic spectrum management (DSM) is a promising
resource management approach to optimize the transmis-
sion and improve the data throughput of DSL networks.
In summary, DSM is based on improving the spectral
utilization by adapting the transmit signals to the slow time-
variable channel conditions. Moreover, DSM algorithms
exploit multiuser cooperation in order to mitigate or cancel
multiuser interference [3–8]. The DSM techniques are
commonly organized into three levels depending on the
amount of multiuser coordination [5, 7]. For DSM level 1
[9], no crosstalk coupling information is used to optimize
the DSL network performance. In DSM level 2 [10–14], the
magnitude of the direct and the crosstalk transfer functions
are used in order to mitigate the crosstalk. For DSM level
3 (Vectoring), which employs crosstalk cancellation, the
crosstalk channel phase information is also required [15–17].
The acquisition of information about the crosstalk chan-
nels in the network is usually a demanding task, which may
require additional measurement apparatus that are costly
to deploy [18]. In, for example, [19–21], diﬀerent crosstalk
estimation solutions have been proposed. However, up to
now, the standardization bodies have not yet defined any DSL
standard with specific support to estimate the coupling rela-
tion between the twisted pairs in a cable binder. With oﬀ-the-
shelf modems not oﬀering a specific method for estimating
the crosstalk channels, various DSM algorithms have been
developed and evaluated assuming perfect crosstalk channel
information [3, 7, 10, 12]. Moreover, these evaluations adopt

















Figure 1: Illustration of DMT transmission and occurring NEXT and FEXT interference on a copper access binder.
standardized channel models, which are typically based on
statistics and reflect a worst-case scenario [1, 22, 23].
A practical implementation of DSM levels 2 and 3 algo-
rithms must cope with eventual inaccuracies in the crosstalk
channel estimation. This is also valid for the stage when
evaluating DSM algorithms through computer simulations.
Motivated by this fact, the present work investigates the
impact of nonideal crosstalk channel estimation on the
DSM performance. For this purpose, the crosstalk channel
estimator in [24] is considered, since it is a standard-
compliant method and does not require costly DSL hard-
ware/software changes or dedicated measurement apparatus
for deployment.
A statistical sensitivity analysis is provided to gain insight
of how the crosstalk estimation error aﬀects the frequency-
dependent bitloading and the resulting data rate for a trans-
mission line, under the exposure of diﬀerent background
noise levels. It is worth to notice that, in general, the level
2 DSM algorithms are formulated in order to optimize the
bitloading, or equivalently the power loading, and generate a
solution for the spectrum management problem (see, e.g.,
[25]).
Since the presence of the crosstalk estimation error
impacts the final solution of the DSM algorithms, the
DSM performance is evaluated based on the achievable data
rates obtained through DSL network simulations. For these
simulations, network scenarios consisting of real twisted-pair
cables are considered and in addition, both crosstalk-channel
estimates and references measurements are used for the
comparison. The crosstalk channel reference measurements
are conducted in a laboratory using a network analyzer and
ordinary twisted-pair cables. For each scenario, three state-
of-the-art DSM algorithms are simulated and the results in
terms of achievable data rate region curves are analyzed.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the system model and defines the nota-
tion. Section 3 describes the principles of the power spec-
trum density (PSD) level optimization applied by DSM
algorithms as a solution to the spectrum management
problem. In Section 4, the employed crosstalk channel esti-
mation is introduced. Section 5 is dedicated to the proposed
statistical sensitivity analysis. Details about the network
scenarios, laboratory setup and obtained measurements
are given in Section 6. The DSM performance evaluation
assuming the crosstalk channel estimation is presented in
Section 7. Finally, a summary and conclusions are provided
in Section 8.
2. System Model
Traditionally, DSL broadband access networks have been
analyzed from a single-user system perspective. However, for
DSM-enabled systems, such as the ones considered here, the
DSL lines are used in a multiuser context. This perspective
requires a multiuser or a multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) channel model (this should not be confused with
the concept of MIMO or vectoring DSM, related to DSM
level 3 algorithms [3, 15]), which permits the joint-user
coordination concept utilized by the DSM techniques.
In this work, DSM algorithms are applied on a copper
access binder, which consists of N users (i.e., lines) equipped
with DSL transceivers. Each transceiver employs discrete
multitone modulation (DMT) and operates over a twisted-
pair line with K independent and parallel subchannels
(tones) over the frequency band plan [1]. This means that
the received signal vector on tone k can be modeled as [1, 5]
yk = Hkxk + zk, for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K , (1)
where
(i) xk = [xk1 , xk2 , . . . , xkN ]T is the transmitted signal vector
on tone k for all N users;
(ii) yk = [yk1 , yk2 , . . . , ykN ]T is the received signal vector on
tone k for all N users;
(iii) zk = [zk1 , zk2, . . . , zkN ]T is the additive noise vector on
tone k including the extrinsic network impairment,
for example, impulse noise, radio frequency interfer-
ence (RFI), thermal noise and alien crosstalk [1],
(iv) Hk corresponds to an N × N matrix containing the
channel transfer functions on tone k.
The DMT transmission for tone k in a cable binder,
represented by (1), is illustrated in Figure 1. Basically two
types of crosstalk are present in the DSL network: the far-
end (FEXT) and the near-end (NEXT) crosstalks, shown in
Figure 1. By assuming only frequency division duplex DMT
transmission, where upstream and downstream frequency




































































Figure 2: MIMO channel matrix H of dimension N ×N × K .
bands are nonoverlapping, it is reasonable to neglect the
weak NEXT influence [1]. The channel matrix H character-
izes the binder by representing both the direct and the FEXT
coupling transfer functions, and can be interpreted along the
three dimensions N ×N × K , as illustrated in Figure 2.
Each channel vector hn,m = [h1n,m,h2n,m, . . . ,hKn,m]T repre-
sents the transfer function of the channel from transmitter m
to receiver n, over the tones. For the case where m = n, the
diagonal vectors h1,1,h2,2, . . . ,hN ,N correspond to the direct
transfer functions of the twisted-pair lines. Similarly, the oﬀ-
diagonal vectors hn,m, for n /=m, correspond to the FEXT
transfer functions between the lines.
3. PSD Level Optimization and the Spectrum
Management Problem
DSM levels 1 and 2 employ PSD level optimization aiming
to assign a transmit PSD for each user, within the DSL
network, in order to minimize the crosstalk interference.
The PSD assignment is conducted according to a set of
predefined criteria and constraints, for example, maximize
the user rates under power limitation. For the nth user, the
PSD of the transmitted signal on tone k is here defined by
E{|xkn|2}, whose maximum value is specified by the DSL
standard(s), E{·} denotes the statistical mean value. Hence
the transmit power on tone k for user n can be expressed as
skn = Δ f E{|xkn|2}, where Δ f is the tone frequency spacing.
The transmit power vector with K tones for user n can be
represented by sn = [s1n, s2n, . . . , sKn ]T .
The PSD level optimization allows the transmitter to
adaptively vary the number of transmitted bits per tone
according to the characteristics of the channel. This practice
avoids the use of fixed transmit PSDs for all users and thereby
prevents a loss in performance [5, 7]. The final result of the
PSD level optimization is a dynamic shaping of the transmit
PSDs according to the interference levels within the used
frequency band. In practice, the PSD dynamic shaping is
made possible by the bitloading concept utilized by DMT
[1]. This allocation of bits per tone is performed for each


















(i) bkn is the achievable bitloading on tone k for user n;
(ii) σ2k,n is defined as Δ f E{|zkn|
2} and represents the
additive noise power, that is, the background noise
level, on tone k at receiver n, which coincides with the
noise variance given that E{|zkn|} = 0. It is assumed
that σ2k,n contains the thermal noise, alien crosstalk,
and radio frequency interference;
(iii) Γ denotes the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio gap, which
is a function of the desired bit error rate (BER). The
gap is an indicator of how closely the bit rate comes
to the theoretical channel capacity [1, 2].
Considering that each transceiver (modem) treats the
interference from the other transceivers as noise, the achiev-





where fsym represents the symbol rate of the DMT
transceivers [5]. Similarly, the total power assigned to the nth





The total data throughput is an often used performance
measure for communication networks. In the context of
DSM, we can assume that the optimization of a multiuser
DMT (multicarrier) system corresponds to the problem of
maximizing the total throughput subject to system resource-
constraints. Thus, the spectrum management problem is
commonly formulated as a maximization problem of the









skn  Pmaxn , n = 1, 2, . . . ,N , skn ≥ 0,
(5)
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where ωn is the nonnegative constant for user n that provides
diﬀerent priorities (or weights) for users and Pmaxn is the
maximum available power for user n.
The optimization problem represented by (5) can be
interpreted as a search to find a set of nonnegative skn values,
under a tradeoﬀ between maximizing the data rate Rn and
avoiding crosstalk interference. Generally, in the context of
a solution for the spectrum management problem, the DSM
algorithms aim to find the optimum values for the transmit
power allocation (power loading) skn, which is equivalent to
find the optimum values for the bit allocation (bitloading)
bkn, both for n = 1, 2, . . . ,N and for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K .
In this work, the DSM algorithms in [10, 12] formulated
to solve the weighted sum-rate maximization problems (rate
adaptive) are considered. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis
performed in the forthcoming section is based on the
bitloading formulation. However, this analysis could also be
cast in a power loading framework without loss of generality,
due to the equivalence of the rate and power adaptive
problems [25].
4. Crosstalk Channel Estimation
The DSM level 2 compliant algorithms used in this work
provide a solution to the spectrum management prob-
lem formulated in (5). These algorithms require channel
information about the square magnitude of the direct and
crosstalk channels. As previously mentioned, the corre-
sponding channel phase information can be neglected for
DSM level 2 applications. The channel matrix H, introduced
in Section 2, characterizes the access cable binder and
contains the direct and the FEXT transfer functions. It can
be presumed that the direct transfer functions are known a
priori, since the procedures to obtain them are supported by
the current DSL standards [26].
In this work, the square magnitude of the oﬀ-diagonal
elements of channel matrix H is obtained by the crosstalk
channel estimation procedure described in [24]. Since the
transmitted PSD for each user is assumed known, the
total received crosstalk can be calculated from the crosstalk
channel estimates. Thus, throughout the paper we define the
method proposed in [24] as the Crosstalk Estimator, where
no a priori channel information is used.
In the following subsection a brief summary of the
Crosstalk Estimator is given with focus on the behavior of
the estimation error [24]. This provides the fundamental
understanding of the error to expect when estimating the
FEXT with the employed estimator. This is further elaborated
on in Section 5, where a statistical sensitivity analysis of the
achievable bitloading and data rate is presented.
4.1. Crosstalk Channel Estimation Error. The Crosstalk Esti-
mator presented in [24] relies only on standardized DSL
signals and protocols, for example, the two-port measure-
ment procedure referred to as Loop Diagnostic [26], which
are supported by oﬀ-the-shelf DSL modems that are DSL
standard compliant. More specifically, the estimator is based
on sequential PSD measurements at the far-end side of
the lines with only one near-end transmitter active per
measurement sequence. The procedure is typically executed
and coordinated from a network management system with
independent processing among the far-end receivers. It
should be emphasized that the FEXT channel estimation
has to be performed only once, or seldom, since the FEXT
channels do not (normally) vary significantly over time.
The sequential PSD-based estimate of the FEXT channel







where Pkx , P
k
y , and P
k
z are the transmit PSD on line m,
the receive FEXT PSD on line n, and the additive noise
PSD on line n, respectively, for tone k and in unit Watts.
In practice, however, the PSD measurements retrieved via
the Loop Diagnostic protocol are not error-free due to the
fact that, for example, the PSD measurements are quantized
and, in combination with the additive noise, fluctuate in
discrete steps around the mean values. That is, for tone k,
the obtained PSD measurements can be expressed as
P̂kdBm/Hz = PkdBm/Hz + ΔdBm/Hz, (7)
where PkdBm/Hz denotes the nonquantized PSD and ΔdBm/Hz
is the quantized measurement error modeled as a discrete
integer-valued random variable with uniform distribution,
that is, ΔdBm/Hz ∈ {−δ, δ+ 1, . . . , 0, . . . , δ} dBm/Hz. The PSD
measurements are converted to unit Watts according to
P = 10(PkdBm/Hz−30)/10B, (8)
where B is the measurement bandwidth in Hz. It is known
from the experiments in [24] that it is reasonable to consider
δ as typically varying in the range of 1 to 3 dBm/Hz,
independently of the magnitude of the measured PSD.
Moreover, for the case where the measured FEXT is much
larger than the background noise level, that is, Py  Pz,
the measurement error associated with Pz has essentially no
impact when compared to the measurement error of Py .
Consequently, the measurement error of Pz can be neglected.
Based on these assumptions, the obtained FEXT channel








where both the FEXT channel estimate given by (9) and the
measurement error Δ are in linear scale.
The resulting FEXT channel estimation error in dB,
denoted by Δ˜dB, can be defined as the ratio between (6) and
(9), that is,






which shows that the PSD measurement error Δ aﬀects the
FEXT channel estimate in a nonlinear way. It should be
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noticed the diﬀerence between the PSD measurement error
Δ and the FEXT channel estimation error Δ˜.
Under the given assumption that Py  Pz, the estimation
error in (10) yields




Equation (11) indicates that the estimation error Δ˜dB has an
approximative linear dependence on the PSD measurement
error Δ (in logarithmic scale) when Py  Pz. The
experimental results in [24] suggests that the linear error
approximation is reasonable if the diﬀerence between Py and
Pz corresponds to at least 5 dB, in which case the estimation
error Δ˜dB is typically confined to the interval [−3, 3] dB.
Hence, in line with [24] this work assumes an FEXT channel
estimation error uniformly distributed within [−3, 3] dB.
5. Statistical Sensitivity Analysis
This section provides a statistical sensitivity analysis of the
achievable bitloading, represented by (2), in function of the
FEXT channel estimation error parameter Δ˜. The purpose of
this analysis is to gain insight of how the bitloading and the
data rate are aﬀected by the FEXT channel estimation error.
Firstly, the probability density function (PDF) of the
bitloading bkn, for line n and tone k, is derived given
that the FEXT channel estimation error is modeled as a
uniform random variable according to Section 4.1. Secondly,
we derive the PDF of the data rate achieved on line n,
resulting from the uniformly distributed estimation error.
Thirdly, numerical results for the above mentioned PDFs are
presented based on measured FEXT couplings of an ordinary
twisted-pair cable.
5.1. Deriving the PDF of bkn. The relation between the
bitloading and the crosstalk estimation error Δ˜ reveals a
variation in the assignment of bits per tone caused by the
nonperfect crosstalk channel estimation. Such variation in
the number of bits is also reflected in the final solutions of
the DSM algorithms in terms of a spread in the achievable
data rate, given by (3). Motivated by this fact, the PDF of bkn
in function of the random variable Δ˜ is derived in the sequel
while the PDF of the data rate is derived in Section 5.2.
We start out defining the relation between the bitloading
bkn and the crosstalk estimation error Δ˜ by reformulating the

















It can be noted that the estimation error parameter Δ˜ appears
in (12) as a factor that multiplies with |hkn,m|2, where the latter
corresponds to the FEXT channel attenuation between lines
m and n.













With the help of these two constants, bkn can be written as a


























2bkn − 1) .
(15)
Thus, the PDF of bkn, denoted by fbkn(b
k





































Hereafter the PDF of Δ˜ (in linear scale) is determined. In
line with [24], we assume that the measurement error Δ˜dB








0, Δ˜dB < c1,
1
(c2 − c1) , c1 ≤ Δ˜dB ≤ c2,
0, Δ˜dB > c2,
(18)
where c1 and c2 are constants in dB. It now follows directly














(c2 − c1) , 10
c1/10 ≤ Δ˜ ≤ 10c2/10,
0, Δ˜ > 10c2/10.
(19)
Thus, from the combination of (16)–(19), it follows that














2bkn − 1)W , γ2 ≤ b
k
n ≤ γ1,
0, bkn > γ1,
(20)
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Finally, by replacing A and B in expression (20) according














2bkn − 1)h , γ2 ≤ b
k
n ≤ γ1,
0, bkn > γ1,
(22)



































n) in (22) represents the variation of the
number of bits for tone k and line n due to the presence of
the crosstalk estimation error Δ˜ through the constants c1 and
c2. The interval for the number of bits assigned per tone, that
is, the interval of existence of the PDF, is limited by γ1 and γ2
defined in (23) and (24), respectively. It can be noted from
(22) that the shape of the PDF does not depend on the FEXT
crosstalk channel values, that is, |hkn,m|2 for m /=n, which are
present only in the definition of γ1 and γ2.
5.2. Deriving the PDF of Rn. In the previous subsection the
PDF fbkn(b
k
n) was derived in order to gain insight of the
variation in the number of allocated bits (per tone) due to the
presence of Δ˜. In the following, the variation in the data rate
Rn achieved by a line n in function of the crosstalk estimation
error Δ˜ is analyzed through the derivation of the PDF of the
data rate Rn, denoted by fRn(Rn).
The achievable data rate for an user n, as introduced in




























































FEXT channel attenuation |hkn,m|2 (dB)
Figure 3: Histogram of the measured FEXT channel attenuation
|hkn,m|2 for an ordinary 500 m long 26 AWG cable of 20 twisted pairs
and assuming downstream ADSL2+ frequency bandplan.
where ⊗ denotes the convolution operator. Instead of per-
forming the cumbersome repeated convolutions, we resort
to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) [27], given that Rn
is a sum of random variables. It should be noted that bkn
for k = 1, . . . ,K are in general not i.i.d. variables since
the PDF fbkn(b
k
n) is determined by the frequency-dependent
properties of the cable binder, the background noise, and
so forth as seen in (22). However, it is well known that the
CLT often (approximately) applies for non i.i.d. cases as the
number of random variables goes to infinity. The results in
Section 5.3 confirm that the PDF fRn(Rn) is approximately
Gaussian for our test case, that is, for the cable binder and
system considered. Thus, the PDF of the data rate can be


















5.3. Numerical Results. The FEXT coupling functions mea-
sured on N = 20 twisted pairs of an ordinary 500 m
long (26 AWG) telephone cable are considered for our study
case. Since the knowledge of the FEXT distribution behavior
is helpful in understanding the forthcoming results, the
histogram of the measured attenuation values |hkn,m|2 for
tone k = 33, 34, . . . ,K , and line n = 1, 2, . . . ,N , is shown
in Figure 3, assuming the ADSL2+ downstream frequency
bandplan [26], where K = 512. From Figure 3 we note that
the majority of the values |hkn,m|2 are within the interval from
−50 dB to −80 dB. This reflects a typical behavior of the
crosstalk channels for such cable type and length. Thus, given
a transmit PSD of −40 dBm/Hz [26], the received FEXT
levels are mainly within −90 dBm/Hz to −120 dBm/Hz.
In the following we consider a specific transmission
line n = 1 among the N = 20 twisted pairs of the
500 m cable (26 AWG), an SNR-gap Γ of 12.8 dB, and a
frequency-flat transmit PSD set to −40 dBm/Hz for all the
ADSL2+ modems. Figure 4 demonstrates an application of
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Bitloading bkn
σ2k,n = −130 dBm/Hz
σ2k,n = −120 dBm/Hz
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σ2k,n = −100 dBm/Hz
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Figure 4: The PDF fbkn(b
k
n) for a tone k = 300 and for diﬀerent
background noise σ2k,n levels. The bitloading calculated with (2),
corresponding to error-free estimation (Δ˜ = 1), is represented by
the vertical lines.
(22) for an arbitrary tone k = 300 and line n = 1
of our cable binder. Here, for diﬀerent background noise
levels, the corresponding PDF fbkn(b
300
1 ) given by (22) is
compared with the achievable number of bits bkn calculated
using (2), where the latter are indicated by the vertical
lines. Under the described conditions, it can be observed
that for low background noise levels, that is, when the
channel is mainly crosstalk-limited, the PDF of fbkn(b
300
1 ) is
approximately uniformly distributed. However, a change in
the PDF shape occurs if the background noise level is greater
than (roughly) −100 dBm/Hz, since the channel then also
becomes background noise limited, resulting in that the PDF
fbkn(b
300
1 ) tends to be nonuniformly distributed.
The PDF fRn(Rn) in (27) for transmission line n = 1
is shown in Figure 5 with red dashed lines for diﬀerent
background noise σ2k,n levels. The corresponding Monte
Carlo simulations, for each background noise level, is also
shown according to the figure legend. In addition, the data
rate calculated with (3), which corresponds to Δ˜ = 1 (Δ˜dB =
0), is depicted in Figure 5 by the vertical lines.
If a comparison is made between the PDFs calculated
with (27) and the corresponding Monte Carlo simulations, it
is clear from Figure 5 that the CLT applies and that the PDF
can be considered Gaussian, for our study case. Furthermore,
according to Figure 5, the maximum spread in the data rate
caused by Δ˜ is approximately 400 kbps, for the considered
background noise levels. This corresponds to an uncertainty
of less than 2% of the mean data rate for the considered line.
Moreover, the PDF fRn(Rn) becomes slightly biased as the
σ2k,n level increases, in the sense that the mean value E{Rn}
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Figure 5: The PDF fRn (Rn) for a transmission line n = 1, and for
diﬀerent background noise levels, are depicted by the dashed red
lines. The curves following the figure legend are the corresponding
Monte Carlo simulations. The data rates calculated with (3), are












Figure 6: Access network Scenario I.
This corresponds to a scenario which is not only limited
by the crosstalk; whereas the assumed uniform error model
of the Crosstalk Estimator is no longer valid as described in
Section 4.1.
6. Laboratory Setup for DSM Simulations
This section describes the laboratory setup utilized to obtain
the two network scenarios and their respective channel
measurements and estimates, which are used during the
DSM simulations. The used access network Scenario I and
Scenario II are depicted in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
Both networks comprise transmitter units (TUs) located at
the central oﬃce (CO) and at the cabinet (CAB) side. The
receiver units (RUs) are located at the customer premises
(CPs) side. All considered DSL transceiver units correspond
to ADSL2+ modems [26]. The access binder in Figures 6
and 7 is built up with real twisted-pair cables consisting of
0.40 mm (26 AWG) copper lines of lengths 500 m, 1500 m,
and 2200 m.
For the purpose of establishing a reference, a network
analyzer (NA) is used to measure the “ideal” square magni-
tude of the FEXT channels. This measurement is performed
by connecting the NA equipment directly to the cable ends,























Figure 7: Access network Scenario II.
that is, no DSL modems are involved in the measurement
setup. The NA also provides the square magnitude of the
direct channels used in the forthcoming DSM performance
simulations. The ADSL2+ downstream band from frequency
142.31 kHz to 2.208 MHz is considered and a tone spacing of
Δ f = 4.3125 kHz is employed in order to comply with the
DMT tone spacing used for ADSL2+ [26]. Figure 8 shows
the square magnitude of the FEXT channels for Scenario I
obtained with the NA, the Crosstalk Estimator [24], and with
the so-called 99% worst-case FEXT model [22]. The FEXT
model is only used for comparison and is calculated based on
the true line length and the measured insertion loss. Similar
measurements and estimation results are also obtained for
Scenario II.
In Figure 8, the estimates acquired with the Crosstalk
Estimator are presented in the forms of raw data and
processed data. The raw data are the primary estimation
results and include a small number of missing data points.
The missing data occur mainly at the lower frequencies
due to the presence of high-pass filters in the transceivers,
which in turn attenuates the received signal to the level
of the background noise, preventing those channel values
to be estimated (see [24] for details). Interpolation and
extrapolation are therefore applied in order to recover the
missing data and overcome this problem, as shown by
the curves representing the processed data in Figure 8. In
addition, a moving average (MA) filter is employed to
smooth the curves prior to executing the DSM algorithms.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the (reference) NA
measurements and the FEXT model do not describe the
complete FEXT channels seen by the Crosstalk Estimator,
since the two former quantities do not include the eﬀects
of the transceiver filters and the analog front-ends of the
DSL modems. Due to this, the obtained NA measurements
and the FEXT-model values are compensated with the
transceiver characteristics, as described in [24], providing a
more fair comparison. The eﬀects of the transceiver-filter
compensation is especially noticeable at the frequency-band
edges in Figure 8; that is, high-pass and low-pass filtering.
The deviations of the FEXT channel estimates in Figure 8
indicate, as expected, that the FEXT model over estimates the
FEXT influence. The Crosstalk Estimator, however, is able to
follow the shape of the NA measurements quite well. This
ability of the estimator is of particular interest for the DSM


































Crosstalk estimator (processed data)
Crosstalk estimator (raw data)
(b)
Figure 8: Square-magnitude of the FEXT channels for Scenario I
representing: the worst-case FEXT model; the NA measurements;
the Crosstalk Estimator estimates in the form of raw data and
smoothed curves with the application of an MA filter.
an estimate of the FEXT channels for Scenarios I and II
with a mean deviation less than 3 dB relative to the the NA
measurements for most frequencies. Thus, the accuracy of
the estimation results is in line with [24].
7. Impact of Crosstalk Channel Estimation on
DSM performance
In this section we present a simulation-based investigation
of the impact of nonideal FEXT channel estimation on
the DSM performance. The Crosstalk Estimator described
in Section 4 is applied to the two access network scenarios
shown in Figures 6 and 7. Based on the obtained estimates
of the FEXT channels, we evaluate the performance of the
two DSM algorithms Iterative Spectrum Balancing (ISB) [10]
and Successive Convex Approximation for Low-complExity
(SCALE) [12].
The DSM simulations utilize the measured direct channel
gains and the PSD of the background noise, obtained with
a network analyzer (NA) and with the Loop Diagnostic
procedure [24, 26], respectively. The simulations further
assumes: SNR-gap of 9.8 dB, noise margin of 6 dB, coding
gain of 3 dB, BER of 10−7, transmit power for each modem
of 19.4 dBm, and a maximum of 15 bits per tone.
7.1. Results for Scenario I. The DSM algorithms are first exe-
cuted using the FEXT channels provided by the (transceiver-
compensated) NA measurements described in the previous
section. The so-obtained DSM results are considered as the
(true) reference values. Thereafter the DSM algorithms is
executed based on the FEXT channels from the Crosstalk
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Figure 10: Simulation results obtained with the SCALE algorithm.
Estimator and from the (transceiver-compensated) FEXT
model.
Figures 9 and 10 show the obtained rate regions for the
2-users Scenario I (Figure 6) using the DSM algorithms ISB
and SCALE. It should be understood that the rate region
consists of a set of points representing possible transmission-
rate combinations between the two users, where the points
belonging to the outermost border-line indicates the maxi-
mum achievable data rate calculated according to (3).
The results plotted in Figures 9 and 10 show that for
both the ISB and the SCALE algorithms, the FEXT channel
estimates are accurate enough to provide values close to the
reference (NA measurements) values. That is, the deviation
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Figure 11: Section of the 10-dimensional rate region curve,
obtained with SCALE, for 2 users (out of 10 users) with nonequal
length lines.
NA measurement are less than 500 kbps. It is worth to notice
that this deviation is in the same order as the spread of the
data rate found in Section 5.3, even though the scenarios
are not the same. The rate region obtained with the FEXT
model demonstrates, as expected, that the user data rates are
significantly underestimated with the model.
To further investigate the confidence region of data rates
achieved with the Crosstalk Estimator, the DSM algorithms
are once more simulated based on the NA measurements,
but now with an assumed error-oﬀset of +3 dB or −3 dB for
each tone, representing the extreme values of the estimation
error. From Figures 9 and 10 it can be noted that the so-
obtained confidence region spans roughly data rates from
−3 Mbps to +3 Mbps relative the reference data rates. It
is interesting to note that even though the borders of the
confidence regions should correspond to the unlikely worst-
case for the Crosstalk Estimator, the achieved data rates are
still closer to the reference values than the rates obtained with
the FEXT model.
7.2. Results for Scenario II. The 10 users Scenario II depicted
in Figure 7 is evaluated by using the DSM algorithm SCALE.
In order to evaluated the DSM performance for a 10-
user case and still holding the achievable data rate per
user as a metric; Figures 11 and 12 represent two sections
of the 10-dimensional rate region curve that isolates the
relation between 2 arbitrary users, reducing then the graph
to a 2-dimensional case. In Figure 11, the rate region for
the NA channel measurement case and the corresponding
confidence region are plotted for 2 users (out of 10 users)
with nonequal length lines. Similarly, Figure 12 also shows
the NA FEXT channel measurement case and the confidence
region for 2 users, but for equal length lines (2200 m).
Unlike the results shown in Section 7.1, both cases show
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Figure 12: Section of the 10-dimensional rate region curve,
obtained with SCALE, for 2 users (out of 10 users) with equal length
lines (2200 m).
that some of the NA measurements border points are close
to the confidence rate region limits. These fact arises from
the nonlinear data rate relation between the users, that is
dependent of, for example, diﬀerent users priorities, channel
states, and so forth. However, the data rates based on the NA
measurements do not cross the confidence region limits.
Assuming now the total data throughput of Scenario II as
a metric to evaluate the SCALE performance for this 10 users
case, Figure 13 shows the total data rate for diﬀerent profiles.
In this work, the term profile stands for a predefined set of
user priorities given to the DSM algorithms. In other words,
by varying the users priorities, that is, defining diﬀerent
profiles, we provide a diversity of data rate combinations
between the users. For a 2-users case, which comprises a two-
dimensional rate region, this diversity corresponds to almost
equally distributed (scattered points) along the rate region
curves (border). The 10 users simulation using the ISB,
comprising the same number of profiles (approximately 100
profiles), was skipped due to complexity issues, since it would
required several days to be performed. However, it is believed
that both ISB and SCALE presents similar performances, as
indicated by the results for Scenario I.
In Figure 13, the total data rate values obtained by the
SCALE, based on the NA measurements and the confidence
rate region limits, are sorted separately in an ascending order,
that is, the best/worst values of a curve are compared with
the relative best/worst values of the other curves. The results
in Figure 13 indicate that a variation of ±3 dB in the FEXT
crosstalk channel estimates can result in a spread of the
total data throughput of ±10 Mbps, for the specific 10 users
scenario considered. On the other hand, this represents the
extreme cases where all the crosstalk channel estimates for
the 10 users, and for all the tones, assume an error Δ˜dB =
±3 dB. Thus, we can interpret these extreme cases as limits
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Figure 13: Total data throughput for the 10 users Scenario II using
the SCALE algorithm, comprising approximately 100 profiles.
8. Summary and Conclusions
The paper provides a statistical sensitivity analysis of the
achievable bitloading assuming an uniformly distributed
FEXT channel estimation error. The analysis comprises the
derivation of the bitloading PDF and the data rate PDF
resulting from the nonperfect FEXT channel estimation. The
so-obtained data rate PDF is approximated by the Gaussian
distribution with the use of the Central Limit Theorem.
The validation of this approximation is numerically verified
by comparing the derived PDF with the corresponding
Monte Carlo simulations for measured FEXT channels of an
ordinary twisted-pair cable. For the study case, a maximum
spread of approximately 400 kbps in the data rate could be
observed due to the FEXT channel estimation error. This
corresponds to an uncertainty of less than 2% of the mean
data rate for the considered line. Moreover, it could be noted
that the data rate PDF becomes slightly biased when the
background noise level is in the same range as the FEXT, in
the sense that the mean data rate diﬀers from the estimation
error-free case. This is equivalent to a scenario that is also
limited by the background noise, rather than just FEXT,
whereas the assumed estimation error model is no longer
valid.
The impact of the crosstalk channel estimation on the
DSM performance was evaluated by means of computer
simulations of the DSM algorithms ISB and SCALE. For
the latter, measured channel information from diﬀerent
network scenarios, consisting of real twisted-pair cables, was
used. From the achieved rate region curves, the following
conclusions can be made. Using the worst-case FEXT model,
the DSM performance is under-estimated compared to the
one obtained with the Crosstalk Estimator [24], as expected.
The ISB and SCALE algorithms achieved practically the
same performance with both the Crosstalk Estimator and the
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reference measurements. The results for the considered 10
users scenario applying the SCALE algorithm and assuming
the total data throughput as a metric, indicate that the
nonperfect FEXT channel estimates lead to a spread in
the total data throughput of ±10 Mbps, for the specific
scenario considered. However, this should be considered as
the extreme case, where all the crosstalk channel estimates
for the 10 users, and for all the tones, assume an error-oﬀset
of ±3 dB.
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